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A Study of Cross-Width 
Variations in the 
Two-Dimensional Foil 
Bearing Problem 
The foil bearing problem, common to magnetic tape recording, is modeled through 
numerical simulation. The emphasis is on the ejfects of cross-width changes in the 
system parameters. Air lubrication is modeled using the Reynolds equation including 
the first-order slip correction terms and compressibility. A segmented structural model 
is introduced for the tape displacements where the tape is modeled as a cylindrical 
shell in the wrap zone and as a plate in the straight segments between the guide pins 
and the tangency points. Tape inertia and transport effects are included by using the 
material time derivative of the displacements. An explicit time integration method is 
used for the tape equation in order to obtain a faster transient coupling algorithm. The 
Reynolds equation is solved with the alternating direction implicit (ADI) integration 
method. The effects of axial tape tension, guide shape variations and the tape width 
on the steady-state tape-guide separation are investigated. It is shown that small 
axial variations on the parameters mentioned can lead to important and unintended 
variations in tape-guide separation. 

1 Introduction 
In this paper, we present a fully coupled, transient, numerical 

solution to the finite width (2-D) foil bearing problem encoun
tered in magnetic tape recording, and we study the effects of 
cross-width variations on the steady-state tape-guide separation. 
Study of the width effects is motivated by several reasons. 
Imperfections in a tape system's parameters, such as axial ten
sion variations, cause cross-tape asymmetry. In linear recording, 
increasing demands on increasing the bit density will eventually 
necessitate the use of unused bands on the sides of the tape. 
These bands can not be modeled by assuming that the foil 
bearing is infinitely wide (1-D). Continuing trends to use 
smaller form factors in recording will hasten the emergence of 
narrower tapes for linear recording. However, as the tape is 
made narrower the displacement boundary layers on the free 
edges of the tape merge.^ This can not be modeled by a 1-D 
analysis, either. In helical scan recording there is no longitudinal 
symmetry, therefore, the analysis of this type of recording 
should consider the width effects. 

In modeling the finite width foil bearing problem, past inves
tigators have used various formulations. Two common, simpli
fying assumptions have been that the air is incompressible, and 
that slip flow may be ignored. Compressibility and slip flow 
are kept in our lubrication equation because they are important 
for the range of flying heights we would like to model. 

A variety of equations have been used to model the tape. 
Barlow (1967), Wolf et al. (1983), Heinrich and Connolly 
(1992), Lacey (1992), and Mizoh et al. (1992) consider only 
the out-of-plane displacement, w, in the derivation of the equa
tion of equilibrium whereas Greenberg (1979), Yoneda and 
Sawada (1988), Fujimoto et al, (1993), and Kotera et al. 
(1993) consider also the in-plane displacements u and v. Except 
for Wolf et al., all of these studies consider the bending stiffness 

' Current address: MIT Haystack Observatory, Westford, MA 01886. 
^ See Fung and Wittrick (1955) for more on the displacement boundary layers 

in thin bent plates. 
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of the tape. The orthotropy of the tape is considered by Mizoh et 
al. (1992). In establishing strain-displacement relations Barlow, 
Greenberg, Mizoh et al., and Kotera use linear relationships and 
Fujimoto and Rongen (1990) consider the nonlinear terms. The 
linear strain-displacement assumption is suitable for modeling 
longitudinal recording, whereas nonlinear strain-displacement 
relations and in-plane displacements should be employed in 
modeling helical scan recording where the head penetration 
causes large rotations, and friction forces cause in-plane load
ing. In this study, we consider isotropic bending stiffness, small 
displacement, and rotations of the tape and we neglect the in-
plane displacements u and v. 

2 Tape Geometry 
The tape is wrapped around a cylindrical guide for a large 

angle and is supported by two pins on the left and right side of 
the guide as shown in Fig. 1. In order to reduce the computa
tional effort required to solve the problem we assumed that the 
support pins are moved closer to the tangency points between 
the tape and the guide as shown in detail A of Fig. 1. This idea 
was first used by Granzow and Lebeck (1985), and it was 
shown that it does not affect the steady state tape-guide separa
tion. The total tape length between the moved pins is L^ and 
the width of the tape is Ly. As we want to analyze arbitrarily 
large wrap angles we used a segmented model for the tape 
equation. In this model, the reference configuration for the tape 
in the wrap zone is the cylindrical surface of the guide. In the 
entry and exit zones the reference configuration is the flat sur
faces connecting the tangency points to the pins. When a 
Cartesian coordinate system is placed on the left-hand side pin 
the entry zone is given in 0 s .x s L,i, the wrap zone is given 
in L^i ^ X <, Lx2, and exit zone is given in L^2 ^ x ^ L^. 
The distance between the moved supports and the reference 
configuration of the tape in the entry and exit zones becomes 
WL and WK, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. We neglect the in-
plane displacements. The displacements WL and WR affect the 
simple support boundary condition for the tape given below. 

The distance between the undeflected tape and the guide is 
denoted by 6{x, y). The x direction variation of this function, 
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Detail A 

Far end simple support 

X = L 

Far end simple support 

Deflected tape position. 

Undeflected tape position 

Fig. 1 Tape geometry for the large angle of wrap analysis. Shown are 
the undeflected (reference) and deflected shapes. 

b^{x), is calculated in the (Z, Y) coordinate system shown in 
Fig. 1, and it is given as follows: 

bAx) = 0 

kXi 

- x,Y + (F,. 

- xy + (F, 

- F,)^ 

- F.)^ 

0 < ;c < L î 

4 , < X s ^ 2 

L^2^ X ^ L^ 

(1) 

See Fig. 1 for the locations of points ;' and z. In the 2-D foil 
bearing problem we allow for a half-sine wave variation on the 
guide surface in the axial direction, as shown in section BB in 
Fig. 1. Thus 6{x, y) becomes. 

8{x, y) = S^x) + A sin ( — (2) 

where A is the amplitude of the surface shape, and its value is 
positive when a dented surface is modeled and negative when 
a surface with a protrusion is modeled. Unless otherwise stated, 
all of the cases studied in this paper assume a flat guide surface, 
without any axial variation. 

3 Governing Equations 

The equation of motion for the out-of-plane displacements, 
w, of a thin elastic tape with thickness, c, and bending stiffness, 
D, is similar to the equation of motion of a cylindrical shell 
(Muftii and Benson, 1994a) 

K= I 

r 0, 

Ec 

R\l - V 

[o. 

BW — • 

(0, 

R ' 

0, 

')' 

0 

L, 

Lr 

0 sxsL.i 

Ljii :S X ^ Lx2 

L^2^ X ^ L^ 

s X ^ L,i 

< j ; s L^2 

2 < JC < L^ 

(4) 

(5) 

In Eq. (3) the tape is assumed to be under tension, T^, and 
moving longitudinally with speed V^. The loading on the tape 
is provided by the air pressure, p - P^, the contact pressure, 
Pc, and the belt wrap pressure. Ambient pressure is P^. The 
contact pressure is modeled by the asperity compUance relation 
given by Lacey (1992), 

P . = 

A/P^ 

cr, 
(a, - h) ] if /l s CT, 

(6) 

0 if h <y, 

where, cr,, the height of the surface asperities at which contact 
starts, and /"„, the pressure required to force the tape-guide 
spacing, h, to zero are two experimentally determined constants. 
The values of P„ and a, for chromium dioxide tape are reported 
as 4.72 MPa and 93.4 nm, respectively (Lacey, 1992). Alterna
tively, one may employ a similar contact pressure function given 
by the Greenwood and Williamson model (Bhushan, 1990). 

The pins supporting the tape are modeled as simply-supported 
boundaries and lateral edges of the tape are modeled as free 
boundaries. Thus the boundary conditions become, 

Simply Supported Boundaries: 

M, = D 
dx^ dy^ 

= 0 

at X = 0, LJ:, and 0 : 

w = WL at X = 0, and 0 < y = 

w = WR at X = L^, and 0 ^ y 

Free Boundaries: 

(7) 

(8) 

My = D 

Q7 = D 

dy^ dx^ 
0, 

+ (2-iy) 

at y = 0, Ly 

dx^dy 

and 0 

= 0, 

xsL, (9) 

at y = 0, Ly, and 0 s x < L^ (10) 

where, M^, My, and Qy'' are the bending moment resultants in 
X and y directions and the equivalent shear force resultant in 

DV^w + Kw 
' dx' '^\ ' dx' ^dxdt 

w d w 
+ -r-r 

= p + P, - P, - P„ (3) 

In this equation x is the circumferential direction, y is the axial 
direction, and t is time. The segmented nature of this equation 
comes from the shell stiffness, K, and the belt wrap pressure, 
PBW, terms which are given as follows. 

Table 1 Steady-state tape-guide separation values at (L^/2, 
Ly/2) when there is a sinusoidal dent or protrusion on the 
guide surface 

A [fim] 

1 
3 

Protrusion 

0.763 
0.725 

h [jim] 

Dent 

0.806 
0.854 
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Table 2 Specifications for test cases from Stahl et al. (1974) are given on the left-hand side column and from Vogel and 
Groom (1974) are given on the right-hand side column 

71 
172 
71 
172 
0.1 
0 
1/4 
1/2 
1.27 
176.7 
38.1 
15 
6.35 
4.0 
1400 
0.35 
2.0 
5.2734° 
5.2734° 
16.6654° 
16.6654° 
8.44 
101.3 
1.81 X 10~' 
63.5 

N 
M 
N„ 
M„ 
At 
a 

P 
y 
V, 
T; 
c 
L. 
U, 
E 
pjc 
p 

R 
GL 

e. 
9.. 
8,2 
L 
P« 
P',. 
K 

No. of nodes for tape (y-dir.) 
No. of nodes for tape (x-dir.) 
No. of nodes for air bearing (y-dir.) 
No. of nodes for air bearing (x-dir.) 
Time step size 
Integration parameter 
Integration parameter 
Integration parameter 
Tape speed 
Tape tension 
Tape thickness 
Tape length (appr.) 
Tape width 
Young's modulus 
Volumetric mass density of the tape 
Poisson's ratio 
Guide radius 
Wrap angle (see Fig. 1) 
Wrap angle 
Entry angle 
Exit angle 
Distance between far end supports 
Ambient pressure 
Air viscosity 
Mean free path length of air 

71 
172 
71 
172 
0.1 
0 
1/4 
1/2 
2.54 
278 
20 
15 
6.35 
4.0 
1400 
0.3 
2.04 
8.89° 
8.89° 
12° 
12° 
8.44 
84.1 
1.81 
63.5 

^s 

m/s 
N/m 
fjm 
mm 
mm 
GPa 
kg/m' 

cm 

X 10-' 

cm 
kPa 
N/m^ s 
nm 

the y direction, respectively. Two initial conditions are required 
for the transient simulation. 

Initial Conditions: 

Initial displacement, wix, y, 0) = w°(x, y) (11) 

dw{x, y, 0 ) 
Initial displacement velocity. 

dt 
v''(x,y) (12) 

The initial conditions, w", u", are defined below by Eq. ( 1 7 ) . 
The air lubrication is modeled by using the modified Rey

nolds equation (Hamrock, 1994) . 

d_ 

ds 
h'p 

dp 

ds 
1 + 6 

dy 
h'p 

dy 
1 + 6 

at OS 

+ 6n„(Vy+ V ° ) 
dph 

dy 
(13) 

where, p , is the air pressure, h, is the tape-guide separation, \ „ , 
is the molecular mean free path length of air, p.^ is the viscosity 
of air, and s and y are the spatial coordinates on the guide 
surface in the circumferential and axial directions, respectively. 
Tape velocity components are denoted by V^ and Vy and the 
guide velocity components are denoted by V ^ and V °. The 
boundary conditions and initial condition for the Reynolds equa
tion are, 

/ 7 ( 0 , 3 r ) = / j ( L , , y ) = p ( . s , 0 ) = p ( ^ , L , ) = P„ (14) 

p(.s , 7 , 0 ) = /7„(5 , y) (15 ) 

The tape-guide separation, h, couples the equations governing 
the two media. 

/ i (x, y, f) = w(x , y, t) -I- b{x, y) (16) 

For the upcoming example problem the following initial condi
tions are used. 

w"(.x,y) = w\°{x) 

v"(_x,y) = 0 

p\x, y) = Pa + (p'fix) - P J • 

(17) 

y ^ ~r 

where, w!,"(x) denotes the displacement distribution, and 
pl^ix) denotes pressure distribution of the 1-D problem at the 
steady state (Miiftii, 1994b). In order to avoid artificially large 
gradients in air pressure, which proved to be hard to handle 
with the numerical integration method, initially we specified a 
parabolic pressure variation as given in ( 1 7 ) . For the example 
cases of this paper the guide surface is stationary, and the tape 
moves in the circumferential direction only, therefore Vy, 
Vy, and V ° are zero in ( 1 3 ) . 

4 S o l u t i o n M e t h o d 

Governing equations are solved separately by numerical tech
niques as described below and they are coupled in the transient 
domain. The details of the numerical method are given by Miiftii 
(1994b) . The equation of motion of the tape is discretized in 
space by using second-order accurate finite difference approxi
mations of the derivatives involved and it is replaced by the 
following matrix equation, 

[K]{w] +lG]{v] + [M]{a] = ( F } (18) 

where [K] is the stiffness matrix, [G] is the transport matrix, 
[M] is the inertia matrix, {w} is the displacement vector, {v ] 
is the velocity vector, and {a} is the acceleration vector. After 
we discretize' Eq. (18) in time we denote the "current" time 
step with the superscript n + \. The forcing vector {F"* '} 
is given in (19) where [fh] is a time-invariant vector which 
represents the contribution of the constant displacements ap
plied to the moved supports. We used a uniform finite difference 
mesh where the spacings between discretized points on the tape 
were equal in both x and y directions. The discretized equation 
of motion is, then integrated in time by the Hilber-Hughes-
Taylor method (Hughes, 1987). 

The Reynolds equation is solved by the alternating direction 
implicit (ADI) method as given by White and Nigam (1980) . 
In this method, Eq. (13) is factored in the x and y directions 
as given in ( 2 1 ) , where L, ( )" and L,, ( )" are the finite differ
ence operators, {(^""^'} is the loading vector, and z - ph. 

The coupled system of equations is nonlinear due to contact 
and Reynolds equations. Therefore, in the coupling algorithm 
given below we iterate within a given time step between the 

' See the coupling algorithm. 
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solutions of the tape equation and the Reynolds equation. We 
advance the solution to the next time step only after the iteration 
criteria are satisfied. The program is stopped after a prespecifled 
number of time steps are executed. In the following coupling 
algorithm the subscript k refers to the spatial nodal values of 
the respective vectors. The iteration counter within a time step 
is i. 

1 Initial Conditions: 

w1 = Wt, pi = Pk, vl = TJt, a1 = 0, n = 0 t = At. 

2 Predictors: 

.7."+1 = , « " -1- 1,'' 2„„ ^«+l" '=p2, w", + viAt + (i - 0)At'al p 

vl + (1 - y)Atal, hl = wl + 5, 

0, i = 0 

3 Start Iterations: 

wr"'^" = wr', pr""" = pr'", 
Vk — Vk , n 

Uk — Uk 

k 

tk — nkPk 

hi 

4 Calculate P „ / , „ fl"+': 

If hr'"^"^a, then P ^ " = — ( < ^ r - « " " " " ) 
V ^ 

pn+l'-'+'l _ „ « + ! " + " _ p„ _, p _ „ . 4_ p ( i + l ) . 
P'k Pa-P,w, + Pt"+A, (19) 

/,, = [ ( l + a ) F r ' " - a f ^ - ( l + « ) 

X (Gv"k''' + Kwf')+ aiGv")! + Kwf )] 

„ + l ( 0 /e^ i 

a* = — 

5 Correctors: 

(20) 

„+l( i+l ) _ » „ + ! 

,,n+l<'+l> _ ,~,n+l 
Vk = cr' + 7Ator""" 
hr"'*" = wr""'" + s, 

6 Solve for p"+': 

[1 - L , ( )][i - L , ( ) ]Azr ' = <^r' (21) 

(22) 

pr""" = zr"""Mr""" (23) 
7 Check for Convergence: 

p — p 
< Cp a n d 

„+i( i+i ) n + i " ) w — w 
„ n + l " ' 

< £„ for all /: 

If no then 

p f i " ' = p « + i ' " " , J = ; + 1 goto 4 

If yes then 

Pk — Pk , Vk — Vk , 

Hk — rlk , Wk — Wk , 

Ok — Clk 
. l ( i + i ) 

n = n + \, 

t = t + At, 

lft<T then go to 2 

8 Stop 

The convergence criteria for the pressure and the displace
ment, as given in Step 7 of the algorithm, were chosen to be tp 
= e„= 1 X 10 -̂̂ . In this algorithm a, p and y are the integration 
constants of the time integration method. The time step size is 
At. In order to find the steady state of a given problem we 
trace the transient solution to steady state while keeping its 
parameters constant. To reach a steady-state solution we run 
the simulation for a duration of T s liLJV^) as suggested 
by Eshel's study (1969) while we also trace the change in 
displacement as a function of time. The total number of time 
steps is in the order of TIAt. Note that in this coupling algo
rithm we do not need to relax the pressure or the spacing be
tween the time steps. This is in contrast to algorithms in which 
the equations are coupled in steady state. 

The above algorithm is similar to the one given by Heinrich 
and Connolly (1992). However, we used an explicit time inte
gration technique, in order to decrease the computation time. 
This is especially important in studying the transient effects of 
the problem.'' By using the explicit method the computational 
burden of the matrix inversion for determining {w""^'}, neces
sarily used by the implicit approach (Mtlftil and Benson, 1994a) 
is avoided. However, in this case the integration in time is 
conditionally stable. The stability analysis of the explicit time 
integration algorithm, available only for a = 0 (Hughes, 1987), 
shows that 7 = 5 and /? = j provides a second order accurate 
time integration method. 

In a separate study, we analyzed the frequency behavior of 
the tape equation and showed that the governing equation for 
the tape displacements is dispersive (Miiftii, 1994b). Therefore, 
the critical frequency of the tape equation does not have a single 
value, and it is not possible to find a simple relation for the 
critical time step size. In Miiftii (1994b), we also showed that 
the phase and group velocity errors introduced due to spatial 
discretization can be reduced by decreasing the spatial step size, 
Ax {=Ay). Our experience shows that, the critical time step 
size. At, determined for the solution of the tape equation is not 
necessarily the value that would provide a successfully coupled 
solution. 

In order to determine the critical value of the time steps for 
the coupled system, we made numerical experiments, where we 
monitored the transient response of the system as well as its 
steady state solution. We determined an upper limit for At by 
employing an implicit version of the tape equation solver 
(Miiftii, 1994b). As the Reynolds equation is also solved im
plicitly, the solution obtained this way is limited only due to 
coupling, but not due to the individual equations. For a system 
whose parameters are similar to the values given in Table 2, 
this study gave a critical time step of 0.15 p,&. We took this value 
as the upper limit of the numerical experiments to determine the 
critical time step size for the coupled solution in which explicit 
solution of the tape equation is used. The coupled solution 
with the explicit time integration required smaller time steps. 
Decreasing Af to 0.1 /is was sufficient for reaching a repeatable 
steady state solution. At this point it is interesting to note that 
the critical time step for the implicit solution of the tape equation 
was not significantly different than the explicit solution. How
ever, we observed that smaller time steps were required for 
solving a problem in which contact pressures were more sig
nificant than the examples presented here. 

" The authors are currently preparing a paper on the results of the 2-D transient 
problem. 
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Fig. 2 The tape-guide spacing, /) , air pressure, p, and the contact pres
sure, Pc at steady state. The tape speed and tension are, I / , = 1.27 m/ 
s, and Tn = 276.7 N/m. The mid-point fiying height is h„ = 0.785 /itm. See 
the right-hand side column of Table 2 for problem parameters. 

5 Results 

The Steady State in Linear Recording. The steady state 
of the tape-guide spacing, h, air pressure p, and contact pres
sure, Pc for a case whose parameters are given on the right hand 
side column of Table 2 are presented in Fig. 2. This figure 
shows that the contact pressure at the free edges of the tape is 
nonzero. The minimum displacement occurs on the free edges 
of the exit side of the tape. The presence of the contact pressure 
makes the sides of a guide most vulnerable locations for wear. 

We see that on the lateral edges the air pressure reaches its 
value in the middle of the tape from the ambient pressure in 
narrow boundary layers. In these side boundary layers the pres
sure is largest near the free edges due to lower tape-guide spac
ing. In Fig. 2 we see another boundary layer at the exit side 
where the pressure drops to the ambient in an undulating man

ner. In the exit side boundary layer the air pressure dips below 
ambient and it shows spikes at the free edges, where the maxi
mum and minimum pressures are located near each other. Mix
ing of the side and exit pressure boundary layers cause these 
"corner spikes" in the pressure. 

Tape Width Effects in Linear Recording. In Figs. 3-5 
we show the effect of tape width on the steady state tape guide 
spacing, h. The widths considered are, Ly = 2, 4, 8 and 12 mm. 
Other tape parameters are as indicated in the respective iigure 
captions, and can be found in Table 2. The tape displacement 
follows the shape of the pressure boundary layers mentioned 
above. Figure 3 shows that for the 2 mm wide tape, the displace
ment boundary layers are mixed, and the constant gap region 
in the width direction is lost. This is better observed in the cross 
sectional views given in Fig. 5. Looking at the 4 mm wide tape, 
we see, in Figs. 3 and 5, that the displacement boundary layers 
are almost separated. For wider tapes, Ly = 6.35 mm in Fig. 2, 
and Ly = 8 and 12 mm in Figs. 3 -5 , we see a wider cross-tape 
constant gap region. Close inspection of Fig. 5 shows that the 
width of the displacement boundary layer at the sides of the 
tape is independent of the total tape width, except for the 2 mm 
case where the two boundary layers are mixed. The width of 
this displacement boundary layer is approximately 2.5 mm. 

In Fig. 6 we show the effects of the tape thickness on the 
steady state tape-guide separations for c = 5, 10, 20, and 40 

Ly=2 mm 

Ly=4 mm 

Ly=8 mm 

Ly=12 mm 

Fig. 3 Steady-state tape-guide spacing, h, for different tape widths, Ly. 
The mid-point flying heights, ho, are 1.342,1.217 and 1.207 ^m, respec
tively. The tape speed and tension are, V^ = 2.54 m/s, and 7, = 278 N/ 
m, tape thickness Is c = 20 iixn. See the left-hand side column of Table 
2 for problem parameters. 
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1.5e-oe 

le-oe 

68-07 

-JX^,J^ 

\ 

1 1 
- - •T- -—--— ' ^ V -

; 

Ly=2mm — • 
Ly=4mm — 
Lv»flmm 

Ly=12mm — 
I D sol. — 

-

! 

1 
I 
1 
1 

0.004 0.006 O.OOe 
Axial direction, y (m) 

Fig. 4 Cross section of tlie steady-state tape-guide spacing, h, for dif
ferent tape widtlis atx = L„/2. Tlie mid-point flying heights, /i„, are 1.342, 
1.217,and1.207 /um, respectively. See the left-hand side column of Table 
2 for problem parameters. 

1 6e-07 

^£ 
It" 
1 1 

- " " • - ^ 

1 1 
1 

CsSE-em 
C=10e-6m 
c=20E-6m 
c=40E'6m - — 

0.003 0.004 
Axial direction, y (m) 

Fig. 6 Tape-guide separation as a function of thiclcness, c. Cross sec
tions are given at x = L^/Z. See the right hand side column of Table 2 
for problem parameters. 

/um. We see from this figure that the steady-state flying height 
becomes lower as thinner tapes are used. We also see that the 
displacement boundary layer becomes narrower. This is due to 
the fact that the tape's bending resistance diminishes cubically 
with decreasing thickness. As a thinner tape has less bending 
resistance it thus tends to become flatter in the constant gap 
zone in a shorter distance. 

Similar observations can be made about the air pressure 
boundary layers. From these figures we conclude that a distinc
tion should be made between the narrow and wide tapes because 
the results obtained for a narrow tape, L, < 5 mm, would not 
adequately represent the results for a wide one. 

These results lead one to consider the effects of the side air 
leakage and surface roughness on the steady state flying height. 
In the classic back-to-back studies the 1-D model of Stahl et 
al. (1974) predicted slightly higher flying heights than were 
experimentally measured by Vogel and Groom (1974). Hein-
rich and Connolly (1992) in their 2-D study confirmed that 
side leakage does lower the steady-state flying height. Our own 
numerical experiments confirm the side leakage effect and they 
further show that surface asperities (which are elastically de-
formable) limit the minimum flying height. This can be seen 
in Figs. 4 and 5 in which the minimum spacing is close to the 
asperity height, a, = 93.4 nm. 

Ly>2mm * 
LyB4mm -
Ly»emm • 

LyBl2mm -
IDsd. -

0.004 0.006 0.00S 
Axial direction, y (m) 

Fig. 5 Cross section of the steady-state tape-guide spacing, h, for dif
ferent tape widths at x = L,/2. See the right-hand side column of Table 
2 for problem parameters. 

The Effect of Axial Tension Variation. In a magnetic 
recording application the tape tension, T^, is rarely uniform 
across the width of the tape. Among the common causes of this 
non-uniformity is the imperfections in the aUgnment of guide 
pins. Another cause of nonuniform axial tension is the driving 
belts that are used in some tape systems. In Fig. 7 we show 
two hypothetical axial tension variation cases. In the first case 
the tension variation is given as follows: 

TAy) = 0.6 f + 0.7 r . (24) 

where T^ = 276.7 N/m. This equation provides a 60 percent 
linear tension increase between the two free edges of the tape. 
The steady state tape-guide separation, and the corresponding 
air pressure are shown on the left-hand-side column of Fig. 7. 
As expected, we observe in this figure that the separation, h, is 
smaller on the high tension side of the tape. The air responds 
to this smaller separation by a considerable increase in the 
pressure at the low flying side. 

The second case of tension variation is given by the following 
equation, 

TAy) = 

-1 .2-^ + 0 .7)7 ; , for 0 < y < ^ 
J-'v / 2 

1.2-^ + 0.7 ]T^. 
L„ 

for - ^ < y < Lv 
2 

(25) 
where r , = 276.7 N/m. This function represents a 60 percent 
tension decrease between the edge of the tape and the middle 
of the tape, followed by an increase of the same amount from 
the middle to the other edge. The steady-state results of this 
simulation are given on the right-hand-side column of Fig. 7. 
As before, the separation, h, is largest where the tension is 
lowest. The flat region in the middle of the tape is completely 
lost. The pressure response is also similar. 

Tlie Effect of Guide Surface Shape. In many tape cas
settes, rigid guide pins are placed in the tape path to make the 
tape turn a corner. If the conditions of the system are right— 
in other words, if the radius of the guide is large, and/or the 
tape tension is low, and/or the tape speed is high—the tape 
will experience self air lubrication and lift away from the guide 
surface. This effect is desirable in some tape steering applica
tions because it reduces the driving torque requirements, but it 
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Fig. 7 The effect of axial tension variation on steady state tape-guide spacing, />. Nominal tape tension is r„ =: 276.7 
N/m, with 30 percent variations as shown. The tape speed and thickness are, l^, = 0.5 m/s, and c = 38.2 /^m. See 
the right-hand side column of Table 2 for other problem parameters. 

may be unsatisfactory in other applications if it makes the tape 
alignment difficult. 

Regardless of the intended purpose of the guide, its surface is 
seldom perfectly straight across the width. In Fig. 8 we show 
four tape-guide spacings at steady state. The two pictures on the 
left-hand side column show two surface protrusions with A = 1 

and 3 pcca amplitudes, and the other two pictures on the right 
hand side column show two cases of dented surfaces with the 
same amplitudes. The guide surfaces are also drawn beneath the 
sketches of the tapes to enable better visualization of the situation. 
For the parameters that we used in this analysis (Table 2) A = 
3 /xm is the biggest amplitude that allows complete air bearing 

1(111) «<m) 

i( in) 

Fig. 8 The effect of axial guide shape on the steady-state tape-guide separation. The 
guide shape is defined in the axial direction by, A sin (TtylLy). See the right-hand side 
column of Table 2 for problem parameters. 
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support of the tape. This suggests that for bigger amplitudes the 
support of the tape due to air bearing becomes harder. The head 
tape separations at the middle of the tape, {(LJ2), (Ly/2)), are 
given in Table 1. We notice that the flying height is generally 
higher for dented surfaces. For these parameters the flying height 
for a flat guide surface is 0.785 fim. 

6 Summary and Conclusions 
In this paper we analyzed the foil bearing problem in magnetic 

recording applications. We considered the effects of the axial 
variations of the system parameters on the tape displacements in 
the tape-guide interface. 

For the parameters studied, we observed that as we con
sider narrower tapes the displacement boundary layers form
ing on the lateral edges of the tape mix and the flat zone 
in the cross-tape direction diminishes. Nonuniform tension 
variations in the cross-width direction also affect the flatness 
of the mid-section of the tape. These nonuniformities of the 
flying height could have an important impact on multichan
nel recording since the quality of the magnetic signal de
pends on the head-tape gap. 

Our simulations showed that the tape is supported by rigid 
body contact on the lateral edges where we saw no evidence 
of air bearing support. The maximum rigid body contact 
occurs at the exit corners. The flying height at the lateral 
edges is close to the surface asperity height. We observed 
that this flying height stays nearly the same for all of the 
tape speeds, tape tensions we considered. The existence of 
relatively high contact pressures at the lateral edges make 
both the tape and the guides vulnerable to wear at these 
locations. Our simulations also showed that in the case that 
a guide surface has a sinusoidal protrusion or a dent tape 
guide separation can still be achieved. 
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